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The following notes are based on a set of five
lectures given by Fl. Serber during the first two

Zpeks of April 1.943, as an "indoctrination course"
~connectIon with thc starting of tbe Los Alamos
->ject. The notes ware written up by E. U. Condon.

l__wc

The object of Wie project is to produce a practical
mi4try wepon in the form of a bomb in which the energy is re-
leasd y a Tat neutron chain reaction in one or zaore of the
materials known to show nuclear fission.

2. Energy of Fission Process

The direct energy release in the fission process is
of7the order of 170 ?VEV per atom. This is considerably more than
10 times the heat of reaction per atom in ordinary combustion pro-
cesses.~

This is l70-106'4.8-10-10/30 =2.7'1l~4 erg/nucleus.
Since the weight of 1 nucleus of 25 is 3.88-10-22 gram/nucleus the
er'ergy release is

7*101/ erg/bram
The energy release in TNT is 4 '10lu erg/gram or 3.6.1016 erg/ton.
Eence

1 kg of 25 e 20000 tons of TNT

3. Fast Neutron Chain Reaction

Release of this energy in a large scale way is a
possibility because of the fact that in each fission process, which
requires a neutron to produce it, two neutrons are released. Con-
aider a very great rmass of active material, so great that no neutrons
are lost through the surface and assume the material so pure that
no neutrons are lost in other ways than by fission. One neutron
released in the pass would bucomo 2 after the first fission, eac
of these would produce 2 after they each had produced fission ac
I1i the nth generation of neutrons thmre would be 2n neutrons ava.
able.

Since in 1 kg. of 25 there are 5*1Q2 5 nuclei it would
require about n 90 genorations ( 280 -. 5-10 5 )to fish the whole
kilogram.

While this is going on the energy release is making
the material very hot, doveloptng great pressure and hence tend-
ing to cause an exposion.

In an actual finite setup, some neutrons are lost by
diffusion out through the surface. Thero will be therefore a certain
size of say a sphere for which the surface loss s of neutrons are
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The following notes are based on a set of five
lectures given by R. Serber during the first two
weeks of April 1943, as an "indoctrination courses
in connection with the starting of the Los Alamos
Project. The notes were written up by E. UI. Condon.

1Oeject

The object of *ie project is to produce a practical
military wepon in the form of a bomb in which the energy is re-leased y a iat neutron chain reaction in one or more oC the
materials known to show nuclear fission.

2.Eera~ of Fission Prczes s

The direct energy release in the fission process is
of7the order of 170 MEV per atom. This is considerably more than10 times the heat of reaction per atom in ordinary combustion pro-

cessesThis is l70*lO6.4.8-10-1O/300==2.7el0-4 erg/nucleus.
Since the weight of 1 nucleus of 25 is 3.88-10-22 gram/nucleus the
energy release is

7'1017 erg/gram
The energy release in TNT is 4'110 erg/gram or 3.6'1016 erg/ton.
Hence

kg of 25 2 ^7 'n f N

3. F: t Ngtrsn Ch~ain Reaction

Release of this energy in a large scale way is a
possibility because of the fact that in each fission process, which
requires a neutron to produce it, two neutrons are released. Con-
sider a very great mass of active mnaterial, so great that no neutrons
are lost through the surface and assume the material so pure that
no neutrons are lost in other ways than by fission. One neutron
released in the ass would become 2 after the first fission, each
of these would produce 2 aftcr they each had produced fission so
i1i the nth generation of neutrons thtre would be 2nl neutrons avail-
able.

Since in 1 kg. of 25 there are *1Q25 nuclei it would
require about n SO generations ( 280 -. 5-1O25 ' to fish th. whole
kilogram.

While this is going on the energy release is making
the material very hot, developing great pressure and hence tend-
ing to cause an exposion.

In an actual finite setup, some neutrons are lost by
diffusion out through the surface. Thoro will be theroforo a oertalr6size of say a sphere for which the surface losses of neutrons are
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Juat euCiciont to stop the chain reaction. This radius dependson te dnsiy. s te racton rocedsthematerial tonds toexpand, incasing the rcquirzd minimum size faster than the actui.l
size Incrcnses.

Thc whole question of whether an effective ox~osionis madic depends on whether the reaction is stopped by this tendencybefore an appreciable fraction of the active material has fished.
Note that the energy released per fission is largccompared to the total binding energy of the eltectrons in any atom.In consequence cvcn if bu t# of the available energy is roloasodthe material is very highly ionized and the temperature is raisedto thc order of 40.106 degrees. If 1% is role sed the moan spoedof the nuclear particles is of the order of 108 cm/soc. Expansion

of a few ccntimeters will stop the reaction, so the whole reaction
must occur in about 5.10-8 sec otherwise the material will have
blown out enough to stop it.

Now thc spccd of a. .i ~JV neutron is about Ig412 09cm/secand the mcjan frec path between fissions is about 13 cm so the mean
time between fissions is about '10-8 sec. Since only the slastfew generabions _will rjleasc enough energy to produce much oxpan-
sion, it is just possible for the rmnction to occur to an intorost-
ing extent before it is stopped by the spreading of the active

Slow neutrons cannot play &n esscntial role in an
cxploslon prot ss since they require about a microsecond to beslowed down in hydrogenic mnetcrials &nd the explosion is all over
bforc the- ar. sl2w dh

4. VissiOnl CO3S-S..Ctions

239 :a&t,.rieals in csuestion arc Ug5ig25, Ug8 =2 8 and-
Jement 9423::49 and sorc others of lessor tnterest.

Ordinary urc~niumT cs it occurs in nwturc contains about
7140 of 25, the rest bc'ng 29 except for a very small amount of 9t.The nuclear cross-section for fission of the two kindsof U rand of 49 is shown roughly in Fig. 1 where C3j is plotted
against the log of the incident neutron 's r rgy. Wc see that 25h a cross-section of tbout Gj e l.5*l0" om2 for noutron onergies
exceeding 0.5 LEV cng rises to much higher .aluos at low neutron en-
rgies (-7 a. 640-10- 4 cm2 for th'emal neutrons). For 28 howuvor athrcshold en..rgy of 1 L1EV occurs below which Of 7 0. 4bove tho

thresho)d Tj is falirly constant and cqual to 0.7-1c-2. cmi.
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5. Luton Spctrum

In Fig. 2 is shown the energy distri'oution of tho
neutrons rcleascd in the fission process. Th. meran tenorgy is about
2 D.ZY but e~n ppreciads Crr tie., of the neutrons re.lc.ascd have lcss
than I DOEY of energy and so carc unabic to p..'oduce fission in 28.

Onc can give c. quite sr.tisfrctory interprtetctton of
the oncrgy distribution in Fig. 2 ty supposing it to result from
ovaporetionl of neutrons from the fissiona product nuclei with L te..r-
pa.rcture of cbout } i~EV Such e anxwellicn velocity distribution
is to be retive to th. moving fission product nuclei givir'g -. lac
to a curvc likc Fig-. 2.
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TPhc cnverz , number of ncutrong produced .ar mission
is donotezd by \J . It is not known whether V. has the same valuo for
fission processes in dlffcrcnt mete.rials, induced by fcst or slow
neutrons or occurring spontaneously.

The best value et prI.s..nt is
v= 2.2 i 0.2

although a vr~luc \9= 3 hcs bcLtn roportcd for spontcnncous fission.

'/. Nutrocapturc

Whten neutrons arc in uranium thcy cro also caused to
aisappoar by xnothor proctas rceprcscntcd by thte equation

28 + n --t29.+ '
Thc resulting oloment 29 undergoes two succcssivo transformations
into olcuonts 39 and 49. The occurrence of this pi'oooss in 28 acts
to consume neutrons and works against the poasibility of a fas t
neutron 'hain rccction in rnttorial containing 28.

It is this series of reactions, occurring in a slow
n~utron fission pilci, which is rh< hrasis of a proj4.ct for largo
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Ordinary U, containing only 1/140 of 25, is safe

against a rast; neutron chain because, (a) only 3/4 of thL neutrons
from a fission havu energies aibovc the threshold of 28, (b) only
jI of the neutrons escape being slowed below 1 kEy, the 28 threshold
before they makcc a fission.[ So the *ffOctive neutron multiplicr'tl on number in 28 is

9 3/4 x 1/4 x 2.2 =-0.4
Evidently a value greater than 1 is n..uded for a chain reaction.
Hence a contribution of at lorst 0.6 Is needed from thc fissionability

As mentioned above this material is prepared from
th. neutron capture reaction in 23. So finr only microgram quantities
have boon produced so bulk physical proportics of this clement are
not known. Also its y) vcluc has not boon rneasurod. Its c3g has
boon measured and found to be about tv.ice that of 25 over tho whole
energy range. It is strongly -x-radioactivc with a half-life of
about 20000 years.

Since tflure Is very rceoson to expect its 9) to be
close to that for U and since it is fissionable with slow neutrons
it is expected to be suitablo for our problem and anothor project
Is going forward with pirns to prodiurc it for us in kilogram quan-

Further study of tall its properties hc-s an important
place on our program as rapidly as suit'blc quantities become
available.

10.. Simplest Estime.te ol minimum Size of Bomb

Let us consider a homogcncous mctorial in which tho
neutron number is 'J and the mer.n-timo bctwecr fissions is T- . In
Sec. 3 we cstimrted T= lO-3 soc. for ureniui. Then if N is the
number of neutrons In unit volume v.-u heve

The term on the right is thu net ratc of generation of neutrons in
unit volume. The first~ erm on the le ft is the rate of increase
of neutron density. In the second te.rm on the left is the net
diffusion cur cnt stream of the neutrons (net number of neutrons
crossing 1 cm~ in 1 scc across a plane oriented in such a way that
this not number is rntxirnum).

In ordinary diffusion theory (which is valid only
when all dimensions of boundaries arc l'rgo comporod to the mean
free path of the diffusing parti cles - a condition not fulfilled
in our cnsw) the diffusion curr at is proportional to'thc grcadicnt
of N,

r ~r:d N

V ~ ~:f\~ siN~.U ~11

8. hyordinnrv U is safe



w~ho 5 ah diffusion coefficient ( cm2/sec). .
Hence we have

K = -2bN + (1)N
Assume a solution whose time dependence is of' the form

where is called the "effective neutron numnber". The equation
to be satisfied by N; i3 \)

together with a boundary condition, In the si'nale cam- in which we
are dealing with a spb ore of radius B, we mE'y a irpose that N3 is
spaherically symmetric.

At r.-B we would have, on simple theory N,=O.
(In point of fact N,>Q due to the effect of the mean free path's
not being small compared with B, but this will not be considered
here). For apherice' -,uotry tho equation for N, has the solution

provided *hat V' has the value

This shows that in an infinitely large sphere tiic neutron density
would build up with the time constant (N-i"/', . Smaller spheres
build up less rapidly. Any sphere so small that v/<. is one for
which the neutrons leak out the surface so repidly that an initial
density will di'e out rather than build up. Hence tho critical rad-
lus is given by -iFD

Now T given by D= iv/3 whcre a is the transport

mean tree path, 3 1' / , n is the number of nuclei per cc and

cr-g +o-i j(-c<.s Ldu
which brings out the reason for measurements of the angular scatter-
ing of neutrons in U. In metallic U we have

which, for a density of 19 gm/cm3 , gives j= 5 cm.
Also

Therefore '22.0

Tho critical volume is tx refor.e 1O.5-lO3 cm3 giving a critical
mass of 200 kilograms.



Exercise:
~how that If' the gadget hc~s the shape of a

cube, O < Q <'f <a, C< z4cm, tha t the cri tical
value of ais given by a f

Hence the critical mass for a cubical shape is
gs/ --/.2 times as great as for a sphcre.

The value of the 3riticnl mass is, however, conl-
siderably overestimated by the elementary diffusion thcory. The more
.uat diffusion theory allowing for thc long frec path drops Rc by a
factor about 2/3 giving

The olemcntwry treatment just given indicates the
dependence of Mc on the principal constants

where pis tho density. For R *nA we have the time dependence of
neutro multiplication given by

Hence for a sphere of twice the critical mass the timeconstant,

for multiplication of neutron density by gis 2.4 x 10-8 sec.

11. Effect of Tmo

If we surround tho core of active material by a
shell of inactive material the shell will rcflect some neutrons
which would otherwise escape. Therefore a smaller qur.ntity of
active material will be enough to give rise to an explosion. The
surrounding case is called a tamper.

The tamper material serves not only to rctard the
escap. of neutrons but also by its inbrtia to retard the expansion of
the active material. (The retardation provided by the tensile
strength of the crse is neglIgiblo.) For the latter purpose it is
desirable to use the denscst available materials (Aa, W, Re, U). Pre-
sent ovidonce indicates that for neutron reflecting properties also,
one cannot do bettor than usc thcsc hcavy clements. Necdlcss to say,
a great deal of work will have to be done on the proportics of tamper
Le.terials.

We will now analyze the effect of tampe.r by the
same approximate diffusion theory that was used in the procoding
section. Let D' bc thc diffusion coefficiecnt for fast neutrons
in the tainpcr material and suppose the lifetime of a neutron in the
tamper is /T . H ere ./ -r. n'7/.,/v-t , wi th Vi the nuc -
lear density of the tamper and as its capture cross-section. If
the tamper material is itself fisi onable ( U temper) the absorption
coefficient is reduced by a factor ( 1 -d 0), with 4the number of

-neiateoea produced per capture.
A) lhs boundary between active material and tremper,

the diffusion stleam of neutrons must be continuous ab

-
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In the tamper the equation for neutron density is

or for the spatial dependencc,

As an easy special ca~sc suppose the tampcr has the
same neutron diffusion coefficient as the active mnterici. (i.e. the
same mean free path) but has no ebs-rrtIon, so e=O. Then under
critical conditions (C v' O) we h

in the teauper matcr!' a n

in the active material.
At the ou ur bo und'-ry of the ttempcr, r - R we

must have 'T -

On each sidc of t ctivo material and tamper
material, the slopes must be equal so, equating the densitics and
slopes on both sides of the bounds we find the following equation
to determine k,

IRT

Tn the li ~ : very lirge tarnpcr radius R'-*o
this requires tz

which is just half the vriluc it had in bhc crse of tho untempered
gadget. Hence the critical mrnss needed is one-eighth as much as for
the bare bomb.

Actually on butter theory the improvement is not
as groat as this because thc edgo effect (correction for long tree
path) is not as big in this case as in the bc bomb. Hence the
improvement of non-absorptive equal diffusion tamper over the critical
mass, both handled by more accurate diffusion theory only turns out
to bo a factor of four instead of 24.ght.

Exorci se:
ConTder a non-absorptivc tompor metorial for

which the diffusion coefficient D is small corn-
pared to D. In the limit if D'= 0, no neutrons
could escrpo from the active material by diffusion,
so the critical radius would vanish and oag saoont
of' ectivo core would be explosive.
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pu~..rovemejnt obtainable
from tainpe2 material of shorter mean free path
tkkan~the active materia: show: That if D= }taen the cri tical mass ia l/2.1o tImes what ik is
Wi the case of thick tam;. er (F'M oc ) jf D'= D.
:mm this we see that it v:ouia. be very much worth
whIle to find te>1per materials of low diffusion

*out that x k4 is a root of

c den '/D =0.5.)

~ ~ ~ .~:rz -: sorptive then the
neutron de-nsIt" in i t will. fall off ii:: , kr /

instead of l/r which tendcs to rbk. "'e critic-l mass pgreater than
if the tamper did not absorb.

/5 The distance the neutron get into the tamperis Y/i V3(t-v) where ll' .' s the m.isn fros rpbh and S the number
of collisions before cep:urc. Gueesing s s,2O this gives, with

-c, an effective. tamr thickness -o 13cm. For a LT tremper
de .6,, -and the effccdve thickncss is raizcd to 17 cm. Thesefigures givo an idea of the tar;.per T1  a ily rcquirud- the

weight of the ta mpcr is about a ton,
For a normal U t am~ :A1Ch. lccal cul a-

tionsr rive R -
g~~'J ()L~ L

?aL=- 22 kg of 25.

larger fission er
tor 3. So for 49

b. OcusO of its
.~5y~uout a fec-

M 5 K
LI 7.5 Kg for Au t

Thcsc velues of cr . wzs src still quiteunccrtoin, particularly thosc for 4C0. To I.-provc our estimates r--quiros a better knowledge of the properties of bomb materials andtamper: neutron multiplicritton number, clastic and inclastic crosssections, ovcrnll cxporimncnts on trempcr matcrivis. Finally how-ever, when materials nrc nv'iln- , i~c critical rnrsscs will hcvc
to be dctormincd Lv

bomb. ucrused by the
A ver~ aa uf nmutrona is released inthe exploslozn. Onc cani estin'ictc a radius of about 1000 yaxls aroundthe sito of explosion as the SLZU of the region in which the neutronconcontration is gront enough to produce sevterc pathological effects.
Enough radioactIve 1rtcr~ al is produced that theto., 41Lt yill be of the order of 100 curios even after 10 days.

u mzwhat effect this will hzw: In rondgring the locality uninihabi-tab1. dcpends' . rec ty v. g In raqt ors about t he way in

___ ___ 11



which this is is n.Vr 2 tI to tal

amount of rai activ.1 ty prdce well rs the total rinbcr
of neutrons, is evidently pr prtion7 I just te thc nuinb-r of
fission process, or to thc total cncr>y rolsed.

The m chanic:'.l c xpiosion da:nage is cnuzced by
the blast or 5itock v:cvu. The (:xpiosaton starts acoustic x'evcs in
the air whi c- Lravel with th . cous ti c vale i ty, C, supc~i'posed
on the velocity u of the rasz ::iotuon vwi~h which material is con-
vocted out froxa the ccnt%.r. O nc ae ft where T is thc abso-
lutc temperature and since both u au. e arc grsator farther back
in the wave disturbance it followvs tL:t the beck of thc wave over-
takcs the front and thus builds un a sharp front. This is ossen-
tially discontinuous in both pr ssum:rcnnC density.

It has bc on shown that in such a wave front the
density just behind the front rises nbr'uptly to six times its
value just ahead of the front. In back of the front the density
falls down essentially to zero.

If E is the total energy released in the explosion
it has been shown tha.t the maximum vnluc <f the prcssurc in the
wave front verics as

thc maximum pressure varying as i/r a instead of Thu usual I/i.
because the width of the strongly compressed region increases
proportionally to r.

This behavior continues as long as p is greater
than about 2 atmospheres. At lower prcossurus there Is transition
to ordinary acoustic behavior tnc width of the pulse no longer in-
creasing.

If dee:tr'uctiv' action na~y be regarded as measured
by the maximum pressure amplitude, it follows that the radius of
destructive action produced by nn explosion vcrrics as .
lxOW in a i ton bomb, containing +ton of TNT the destructive radius
is of the order of 150 feet. Hence in a bomb equivalent to 100000
tons of TNT (or 5 kg of vctivc material totally converted one
would expec t a des truc tive radius of the order of 3'q6., e'- /g-o :..s
feet or about 2 miles.V

This points roughly to the 1:ind of results which
may be expected from a devikec of the kind we hope to make. Since
the one factor that determines the damage is the energy release,
our aim is simply to get as much energy from the explosion as we
can. And since the mnterirels we use are very precious, we are
constrained to d'e th iC s is possible.

.'
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13. Efficiency

As remarked in Sec. 3, the xnatorl al tcnds to
blow apart as the reaction proceeds, and this tends to stop the
reaction. In general then thei reaction will not go to completion
in an actual gadget. The fraction of. energy released relative to
that which would be released if 11 iitIve mt'rial wcrc trans-
formcd is Crllcd the officienic'

Lot oio-: r I a r-dius :i~gurcd for normal den-
sity %o , alsc) e initial radius and R radius at a particular
instant. Assume homogeneous expansion. Then the density when
expondod is - )(:,/'~

and the critical radius R~ figured with the actual density is

The reaction will proceed until expansion h s gohie so far that
R =R. Therefore the radius R at which cxpansion stops is
g.fvon by

Since the ratio of flu /Jcuis equal to the cubc root of the ratio
or tMfe , thc actual active mass, to rAthe critical mass we see
that

R 20 ~= : f/r'4M

and therefore a gad et having twice thie critical mass wi'l expand
to a radius only 6 2~ -- I,?.. times its original radius before
the reactions stops.

The next problem is to find a simple expression
for the time takon for this expansion to occur, since we already
kniow how to calcule the time cons tant V'/7-of the reac tion. Of
course 9" is not a constant during the expansion since its valuo
depends on tho radius but this point will be ignored at first.

At a place where wo. have N neutrons/cm3 the-e
will be N/T fissions/cm3 sec and therefore if C is the energy
release in erg/fission the volume rate of energy generation is

(C/r// .Hence the total energy released in unit volume
between time - o nd time t is v'/7

Most of this energy goes at once into kinetic
energy of the ffrsion fragments whiich are quickly brought to rest
in the material by communication of their ergy largely to thermal
kinetic energy of motion to the other atoms of the active stuff.

The course of events is shown in 11g. 3. The
units on the seclec of rbscIssnas are units of f/'/7- . If there
was no expansion, and if the rate of reaction toward the end was
not slowed down by depletion of active material, then the cncrgy
releed up te) a given time In erg/cm3 would be given by the values
on the uppor logarithmic scale. The places on this scalo.marked..
ioo%6 10% and 1% rcspectively show the energy released in unit vol-
uime for those three values of the efficiency. A second logarithmic
scale shows the growth of the neutron density with time under those
aspyptiona~
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be It can bc calculr tcc thr.t thu pressure in atmos-
et es is' iery roughly like the vnlucs given on thc. third scale.
At a point just blow 1017 erg/cm3 evolved thu radiation pressure
is equal to the gas pressure after that radiation prossuro pro-
dominates. Near l010 erg/cmN is the place whore the solid molts
so up to this time nothing very drastic has happcnod - thc impor-
toant phenomena occur in the next 20 units of g'(/'i-.

Very roughly we may estimate, as follows for
masses not much larger than thu critical mass, the combination of
factors on which the officiency depends: In a time of the order

-7g/the material moves from R0  to R so acquires a velocity
V ( 4/-r ( ;?- Pa,)

Writing R0e R (1 - C) we find that t

The kinetic energy pcr gram thr.t is ac')uired by the material is

The total energy released is 'grcratcr in the order pV i p&V
or '2./3c6 . Let 0 =7.l037 erg/gram be the energy release for
complete conversi-'n then the efficiency is of the order

or (V'0 Tf(/'4) Pio (2/3 a)

For an unta~mpcrcd gr-d.

giving ?.V-

Putting in thu known conerts

Wu fInd

If tnis very rough calculation is replaced by
a more accurate one the onl7 change is to alter the value of the
coefficient NK.Thc calculations a~re not yet complete, but the
truo value is probably y I -:b -

Hcnco for a mass tha~t is twice the critical mass,!/o Re. so (s O.2.5-.nd the. cffictency comes out lcss
than 1%. We ace tht t the efficiency is extremely low even when
this much valuable material is used.

Notice that '7' varies inversely as the velocity
of the neutrons. Hence it is advrntageous for thc neutro~ns to be
fast. The efficiency depends on the nuclear proporties through
the factors * // -) cT-
whore if is the moan spood of the neutrons aid the other symbols
are already defined.

In the above treatment we ha~ve considcrod only
the effect of the general expansion of the bomb material. There
is an additional off 3ct which t~ands to stop the reaction: as tho
pressure builds up it begins to blow off material at the outer .d6c
of.th b un out to be 'of comDarablo importance in a



stopping the reaction to the general an on fth ne o.
changed infr;the dexpnin anf t ite s p na reduction in the constant K. The effect of blowing ott a edge
has been already *~Wr '- " -> the more accuraco estimate
of K given above.,

.i4. Effect or

For a given mass of active material, tamy.r alw as
increases efficiency. It acts both to reflect neutrons Lack into
the active material and by its inertia to slow the expansion thus
givin; opportunity for the r - ' i " rcoceed farther before it
is stopped by the expansion

However the . .a tnaficiency given ky a good
t'uuper is not as large as one might Judge simply from the rudu'c-
tion. in the critical mass produced by the tamper. This is di..
to the fact that thc neutrons which arc returned by diffusion
into and back out of the tamper take a long time to return, par-
ticularly since they are slowed down by inelastic impacts in the
tamper material.

The time scale, ror masses near critical where
one has to rely on the slowest neutrons to kcoep thc chain going,
now becomes effectively thc lifetime of neutrons in the tamp.. ,
rather than the lifotjmc in the bomb. The lifetime of neutrons
in a U tamper iss IFIsC., ten times that in the bomb. The effi-
ciency is consequently very small Just above the critical mass,
so to some extent the reduction in critical mass is of no use
to us.

One cen get a picture of the effect of tampow on
efficiency from Fig. 4, in which U v,' is plotted aainst bomb
radius for various tamper materials. The time *c le is ivnbyr-/,) ; the efficiency, as we have seen in the precoetng
section, is inversely proportional to tho square of the time
scale. Thus -f. pI7
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It we use good tamper (U) the erriciency is very low near the
critical mass duo to the small slope or the 9)' vs.R curve near

'0O. When one UJOS a mass sufficiently greater theuP the
critical to get good efficioncy there is not vory mueh sitfer-
once between U and Au as tamper materials.

It turns out that It one is using 4 Kg and the
U tamper, then only above' 15% more active meterial is ntoded
to got the semc energy rcelcceso with a gold tamper, alth'.'ri thc
Ecritir.1 :rr e diftor by 50%.

In addition to rceflcctirg neutrons, the tn su r
'Cr &nhtizits the tendency or the cdc cL .o bomb to kbl, 41'.
.'hc odgc expands into the taper matcr1 c., Rtarting c ahocX
weve which compresses the tamper mct<.'.ei.L aixtoenfold. Th-.c
edge ofrects as remtarked in Soc. 13 olt.eys act to roduco -hc
I'cctor K in the rormula, f , k/5a but n'ot by as great en azmcunt

Soforc firing, the activ. m-tericl .ust be ci:-
posed in such a way that the effective neutron number QJ' is
less than unity. The vnct of firing consists in producing a ro--
arrangement such that after the rca'rangemrnt g)I is greater than
unity.

This problem 1s complicatod by tho tact that, aswe have seen, we need to deal with a total mass of active matorial
considerably greater thtan the critical in order to Sot appreciable
efficiency.

For any proposed type of rearrangement we may in-
troduce a coordinate which changes from 0 to 1 as the rear-
rangement of parts pico'ds fro-' its initial to its final value.

V1

Schematically v wU.eogsm uc uv siindioated in the sketch. Snco ( h(1oarangmn uc cprveo a is
fiqito speed there will be a finite time interval daring which
V1 though positive is much smaller than its final value. .s

bosidorcd In morc dLtroil 1 t .r thcre will always be somo wn-

15.
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Li tgo dble sources of nlut:-flS in Ene active material. In any
eoheue of rearrangement aome reirly massive amount of material
will hrive to be moved a distance of tho order of i? 'R e 103.
Assuming a speed of 30O0 ft/sec cran be imparttd with some type
of gun this means that the ine it takes to put the p1 ooes of
th. bomb together is ".v 10w' sec. Since the whole explosion.
is over in a time%71?/g'- 'dscc, we see that, except for very

smal ' W. t ,an explosion started by a prematuro nroutron
will be all V inishcd beforo there is time for the piocus to move
an appraciable distance. Thus if neutron znultiplioation~ h1opcns
to start bcforc the piocos rccch thoir final configuratic.i rn ox-
piosion will occur that is of lowcr efficiency corrcsponiig to
the lowcr value of rat thc instant cof explosion.

To avoid prodotonation it is therefore nocomacry
*.o koep the neutron background as low t.F poresiblo and to oi2fect-
the rearrangement as r'~pidly as possible.

16. Probability of Prodetonation

Since it will be clearly impossible to reduce the
neutron background rigorously to zero, there will always be 5030
chance of ,rodetonation. In this section we try to see how great
this chance is in order to see how this affects the firing prcb-

The chance of predetonation is dependent on the
likelihood of a neutron appearing in the active mass while P) is
still small and eon the likelihood that such a neutron will really
set oft a chain reaction. With Just a single neutron released
when v'>.it is by no incans certain that a chain reaction will
start, since any particular neutron may escape from the active
material without causing a chain reaction.

The question can be considered in relation to a
little gambling problem. In tossing loaded coins suppose p is
the probability of winning and q that of losing. Let P1, be the
probability of losing e'll of an initial stock of n coins. On the
first toss either one wins and thus has (n t- 1) coins or loses and
thus has (n - 1) ciol m, H enc e the probate . li ty F4 is given by

the solution of which is

Identifying this with the neutron inultipllcz tion problem ono can
show that ,/ p 2 I - Vi * Hence the probability of not starting
a ohain reaction with one neutron is (1 - i' ) or di' is the prob-
ability that any one neutron will start a chain reaction.

Suppose now that there is a source of N neutron/
sec. Let h b the probability of not getting a prodetonation
up to the instant t. In the interval dt we have

CIP -N *
On the left the first three factors together give the probabiLity
of going off ) time dt, and the factor P 45 the probability of no.
having had eApredetonation up to that time./

ingay .i atimo, 9'/= et . Hence, integrating the differential
e- k A/ct



where NI Nt is the number of ntutrons expected in the interval

between t =0, whun l'= 0, and the ti:ac when the multiplication
number hes reached the value .3) . Evidently for a particular
type of tiring rearrangeraent A' will va~ry inv..rsely as the veloc-
ity with which the firing rearrangcrmont is carried out.

For example consider a bomb whose mass is between-
two and three critical mnrss, for which the fina.l vnlue of 9/' ii
0.5 and suppose that N = 1O4 neutrons/sc from unavoidiblo
sources. Also suppose that one piece iaust move d - 13 cm from
the V' - 0.0 configuration to the final' =0.3 configt!r ttid.
Suppose that thief piece has a velocity of 10 cm/sec t>'cr V =- I
and P - ol

so there is approximately a 15% chance of predctonation.
This is the chance of prcdLetonrtion any timc up to

theat at which the final value of V' is reached. In this example
the exponent is small enough that the chance of predetonationl,
(1 - P), is given by: thi linear approx..rtion.

Since the cfficicrncy vvrios as v s one will gut an explosion of
loss than j of the maximum if it goes off before J/ has reached
the value a.1/f/i d . Hence the probability of an explosion
giving less than 25% of the maximum value is

I 9 /,3 fa.5 is (:>'/#o
The. oxaaiple serves to indicate the importance of

taking great pains to get the least possible neutron background,
and of shooting the firing rearrangement with tho maximum possible
velocity. It seems one should strive for a neutron background
of 10000 neutron/sec or loss and firing velocities of 5000 ft/sec
or more. Bith of these nrc difficult -M, attainment.

17. Fizzles

The qucst.Lan now arises: what if by bad luck or be-
cause the neutron background is vary high, the bomb goes off when
9/l is very close to zero? It is important to know whether the
enemy will have an opportunity to inspect the remains and reoover
the material. We shall see that this is not a worry; in any
event the bomb will generate enough energy to completely destroy
itself.

It has been remarked in the last section that for
very small )' (O'<.Ci) , the explosion takes so long that the
pieces do have time to move an apprecicble distance before the
reaction ends. Thus even if a neutron cnters and starts a chain
just whn /='0thore will be time for t)' to rise to a positive
value, and give an efficiency small, but greater than zero.

Suppose, then, that a neutron is released when
0 o. The number of neutrons builds up according to the equa-

tion r( i)

As a first approximation we may suppose \)' var ~Urly with
ah,,dLutwne-i the pieces move from the point whe V~o ,so

~ 'jew~bevalue of f 'when the pieo. rcach.. eir final op-



g g s n c precoe ng section ,
9,=. 't/- R.5 de-.to )we find ... 7

The mass of 25 irg the bomb is about 40 kg. The mass used up is
thus q o a 9 a to~ -=,003 kg, and the oncrgy rolet.se is .003 x 20000%
60 tons of TNT equivalent, ample to destroy the bomb.

18, Detonating Source

timal configuration, nnd do is the distance to reach this config-
uration. If the velacity of fire is v, we hr.ve x.=vt,

A.m N = 0 4'/T )db -= .k $$ &
Supp>se thc renction continues until about 1099

neutrons are produced, which would correspond to an energy pro.
duction equivalent to 100 tons of TNT. Then, at the end of the
reaction

ia /04 -== S Al'n A/ r
(We can check this assumption after we have completed our esti-
mate of the energy reloase. Houcver, since the f.nnl number of
neutrons enters onl% in the los;nri thm of a large numbe-.', our re.
sult is quite insensitive to what we trke for N at this point.)

Thus the reaction ends when

The efficiency is je V,

diUsin the anme fi ures a i th

To avoid predetonati>n we must make sure that there
is only a small probability of a neutron nppearing while the
pieces of the bomb are being put together. On the other hand,
when the pieces reach their best position we want to be very sure
that a neutron starts the reac tion before the pieces have a chance
to seperato or bronk. It may be possible to make the projectile
seat and stay in the desired position. Failing in this., or in
any event as extra insurnnce, another possibility is to provide
a strong neutron source which bocomes cctive as soon na e
pieces come into position. For example one might use a a + Se,,
source in which the Rr is on 2nc piece and the Se on the other so
neutrons are only produced whon the pieces are close to the pro-
per relative position.

We can easily estimate the strength of source re-
quired. After the source starts working, we want a high probabil-
ity of detonation before the pieces havo time to move more than
say 1 cm. This means that N, .the neutrons/sec from the source
must be large enough that
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It is considered probnblc that the rates for 25 and 49 are much
smaller than these upper limits. Even if 25 and 49 were the same
as 28, a 40 kg bomb would have a background from this source of
600 neutren/sec. This does not seem difficult to beat.

But if U Is used as tamper this will weigh about
a ton which gives 15000 neutron/sec. Of course not all of these
will get into the active material but one may expect a background
of several thousand per second from this source.

Thus with a U tamper one is faced with the problem
of high velocity firing. In the range of moderately high ef-
ficiencies, say 4 Mc of active material, it might for this reason
not be worth while to use a U tamper, since as we haeve seen, an
inactive tamper will cost only ab~ut 15% more active material.
Or one might use a c ompr omis e in whi ch the t amper was an inner
layer of U, bucked up by inactive material; for masses this large
the time scale is so short that neutrons do not heve time to pen-
etrate more than about 5 cm into the tamper anyway.

(c) Nuclear reactions. The only important reac-
tions are tho(w,niroactions of light elements which might be p re-
sent as impurities. The ( reactions have a negligible yield.

* 0
0' **. 0
* ** 000 0

I 9 0 0 0

*"" This is the yield from 1 gr K2. intimately sized
with beryllium. Hence 1.t might bc noccasary to eis several

gram ofradium since it will probably not be used officiently
in histype of sourco.

Some other substance such as poloniu that is
act so de.active as radium will probably prove morc satisfactory.

Uvidontly a source of this strength thrat can be
activated within about io-5 ICC arnd is mechanically rugged enough
to stand the shocks associrtod with firing prcssents a difficult
problem.

19. Neutron Backgrnd

There are throe rec ognised s ources of neutrons
ubich provide the background which givcs rise to 4snger of
predetonation: (a) cosmic ray neutrons, (b) spontaneous fission,
Cc) nuclear reactions which produce neutr :ns.

(a Losi~cRas. Tho number of cosmic ray neutrons
is about 1 per ck pr mInute which is too few to be of any iw-
portace.

(b)_Sp~ntaneous fission. The spontaneous fission
rate is known only for B which~is responsible for the fission
activity of >rdinary U. At present we have only upper limits
for 2r and 49 since tne activity of these has not been detected.
The known facts &re
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Let us examine what sort of limit on light element impuritiesin the active material is set by the need of' holding down theneutron background from this source.
The problem is particularly bad for 49 ginee itshalf-l re is only 20000 years. I ts menn life is thul 30000 years-l0 sec . 1 us 10 kg of 49, containing 2.5 x lO"5 nucleigi' a5 2.5 z l1l k(-particles/sec.
The yield from 1k' ''s on Be is 1.2 x 10-4 andthe shorter range from G's of 49 as compared with those of Reand its equili brium products will perhaps cut this figure inhalt, say 6.10- Snee the stopping power tot' 00 of these

energies is proportional to {{ where A is the at quii weight,the stopping powt r per gr am i s proportional to i/fIf the concentration by weight of Be in the ac-tive material is C then the yield of neutron/sec is
(1333 -c~ -' *ewhere 1 og is the number of oa 's per secon$ rnd is the yield.Hence to get l000h neruenssc one would nued to have a concen-tration given by

(~hatis C-) N
whi 15 at loursc,

- -.-- I- ~I(A
y beemccentration of anything in any-

The yield K'rrops r'apidly as one goes to elementsof higher atomic weight because of the increased Coulornb barrier.So it is unnecessary to consider limits on elements beyond Caas long as ordinary standards of purity are maintained.
Experiments on the yields with light elementsneed to be done, One can bnse some rough guesses on the standardbarrier penetration formulas and find the following upper 1 ip%on the concentra ion by weight for several light elementsproduction of 10' neutron/sec/ , 'S.

Li 2 x10-5  a'

B 2'-0-
C 2-1O- *

0 2 x10-3  *u'*
F 2 x10-5

* Low yield because only C13 contributes.
0* (x,-n) reaction not nr ilypoib.
NpE Low yield because only 0' contributes.
The effect of several impurities simultaneously present -is atcourse additive.

It is thus recognised that the preparation and -handling of the 49 in such a way as to attain and maintain such
hdgb standards of pUVItY 1* an~ bw$tremme i ''4Afi ~ j -

y cultpLoblem. Augit sems very probable that the neutron background will be higand therefor. high velocity firing will be desirable.
With 25 the situation is much more favorable. The% come from 24 present in normal TI to about 1/10000. If all24 5001 with 25 in the separation tran ~8 w,9. aiall have 1/100 at

24 in the 25. The lifet'Uae of14i 'ih:ta fl the

'I
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conoentration of impurities in 25 may be 1O4 times that in 49for the same background, which is not at tJll difficult of attain-
ment .

To summarize: 49 will be extremely diffI'cult to w->rk withfrom ihe stand-point of neutron background wheroab 25 without U- tamper will be not very difficult.

We now consider briefly the problem of the actual mechanics ofshooting so that the pieces are brought together with a relativevelocity of the order of lO5 cm/soc or more. This is the partof the job abo t which we know least at present.

One way is to use a sphere and to
~77 shoot into it a cylindrical plug'

made of some active material and
some ttunper, as in the sketch. This
avoids fancy shapes and gives themost favorable shapc,for shooting; to the projected piece whosemass would be ,f the order of 100 lbs.

The highest muzzle velocity available in U. S. Army gunsis one whose bore is 4.7 inches and whose barrel is 21 feet long.This gives a 50 lb. projectile a muzzle velocity of 3150 ft/sec.The gun weighs 5 tons. It appears that the ratio of projectilemass to gun mass is about constant for different guns so a 100 lb.projectile would require a gun weighing about 10 tons.Tho weight of the gun varies vary roughly as the cube of themuzzle velocity hence there is a high premium on using lower vel-ocities of fire.
Another possibility is to use two guns and to fire two pro-jcctile at each other. For the same relative velocity this ar-rangement requiro8 about 1/8 as much total gun weight. Herethe worst difficulty lies in timing thc two guns. This c an bcpartly overcome by using an e long ted tamper mass and putting allth. active material in the projectiles so it does not matterexactly where they meet. We have been told that at present itwould be possible to synchronize so the spread in places of im-pact on various shots would be 2 or 3 feet. One serious restric-tion imposed by these shooting methods is that thc mass of activematerial that can be gotten together is limited by the fact thateach piece spparately must be non-explosive. Since the aeporatepieces are not of the best shape, nor surrounded by the best tam-per material, one is not limited to two critical mosses for thecompleted bomb, but might perhaps get as high as four criticalmasses. However in the two gun scheme, if the final mass is tobe - 4Mc, each pice separately would probably be explosive assoon as it entered the tamper, and better synchronization would

be required. It seems wc'ithwhilo te investigate whether present: performance might nit be improved by a factor ton.

hd~it~j~~
Peru., W p's.
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21. Autocc'talytic Meth-)ds

The term "tutocctv-lytic meth-)d" is bding used to describe
any arrengc~nent in which the motirns of material produced by the
reaction will act, at lcrnst for a time, to increase \J rather than
to decrease it. Evidently if arrongementa having this property
cen be developed they would be very vriluvbly, especially if the
tendency twoard incrersirng \)' was possessed to any marked degree.

- Suppose wc had an arrax~gement in which for cxample v' would
incroe so f its own accord fr~m a low value like 0.01 up to a
Value 10 to 50 t imcs greater, The firing problem would be aim-
plified by the low initial value of ~', and the efficiency would
be maintained by the tendency to dLevelop a high value of V' as
the rcre tion proceeds. It may be thrt a method of this kind will
be absolutely essential for utillr.ation of 49 owing to the d2Lffi-
culties of high neutron background from ( ,n) rcactins with the
impurities as clrotudy discussed.

- The simplcs t scheme which
might be autocatalytic is in-
dicated in the sketch where

)the active material is dis-
posed in a holw shell. Sup-
pose that when the firing plug
is in place one has just tho
critical mass for this config-

.uration. If as the re.:ction proceeds the expansion were t-> pro-
ceed only inward it is easy to see from'diffusi'n theory tha; 9W
Iwould increase. OLf course in actual fiect it will proceed outward
(tending t-> decrease v') as well ais inward and the outward ex-
pansion would in reality give tho dominant effect. However, even
if the outward expansion were very small compared toa the inward
expansion it has been calculated that this method gives veiy low
efficiency: with 12 Mc rn efficiency of 'nly about 10- was cal-

culteA better arrangement is the "boron bubble" scheme. B10
has the largest known absorption cuvss-section for fast neutrons,
1.52.10-24 cmx. Sup pose we take a large mass of activL. material
and put in enough boron to make the mass just critical. The de-
vise is then fired by adding same more active material or tamper.

As the reaction proceeds the
boron is compressed and is

4c-iye less effectiv, at absorbing
N. neutrons 4jan when not com-

pressed. *Ahis can be seen
S most readily if one considers

the case in which the bubbles
are large c ompared to the mr an depth in which a neutr an goes in'
boron before being absorbed. Then their effectiveness in remov-
ing neutrons will bc proportional to their total area and so will
drop on c ompression. Hence V' will increase as the bubbles are
compressed. If the bomb is sufficiently large this tendency is
bound to overweigh the opposing ors due to the general expansion ,
of the bomb material, since the distance the edge of the bomb must*
move to produce a given decrease in /j increases wit'h the rdu
of the bomb, whereas for a larger bomb the distance Ghe edge
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bubble must movc is unchanged, since it is nlt necessary t*, in-CreO- 5 tho radius )L' the bubbles but ,nly t- uso anre o them.
The ~nsity ct p nrticlcs 'cloctrrns plus nuclei) in boronis 8,3 x l10 pcrticle/cm3 while in uranium it is more than 5times groator. Theroforc as svnn as the reaction has proceededto the pAint where there is r high degree of ionizatiorn tand thematerial bohavus as a gas thcrc will be a great acti'rn to com-press the boron. An 'opposing tendency to the one desired will bethe stirring -or turbulence acting t, mIX the bor-n uniifarmly withthe uniform, but the timc scalc is t w short for this to. be ef-
tcan be shown that if initially =:Q allowing ror the

b-ron absorption, and if na oxpansion of the outer edge OCCUrSthen / will rise to~ V' -. (h) by compresaton of the bornn.This scheme requires at lc'-st five times the critical mass forno bor-)n, .cnd the efficiency is l-ow unless c-nsiderqbly more is
used.

If nne uses just that amount of bornn *hich makes twice then -boron critical mass be just criticrl1, then the efficiency islwer by a fnctor at least 30.
All autacatr~lytic schc..ics that have been thought of so farrequire large nm-unts of ac tive material, are low in efficiencyunless very large amounts are used, and are *angcrmus t> handle.

Some bright idcas are ncoded.

22. Conclus.,n

From the proceed.Lng >utline we see that the immediate ex-
periuental program is largely concerned with measuring the neutron
properties of vtrious materials, and with the ordnance problem.~tis also necessary to start now studies on techniques for direct
experimental determinati an of critical size and time scale, w~rk-
ing with large but sub-critical am unts of active material.
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